Europe Study Tour
May 10 - 29, 2015
with Ouachita Baptist University
DAY 1, Sun, May 10
Departure from the USA for our flight to Rome. Dinner and breakfast are served on board. (meals aloft)

DAY 2, Mon, May 11
ARRIVE ROME
Upon arrival in Rome, we are met at the airport and transferred to the Hotel Assisi for check-in. (B aloft)

DAY 3, Tue, May 12
VATICAN/ROME
This morning we have a guided tour of the Vatican, including the Museums, one of the most renowned and famous cultural institutions of the Holy See, known all over the world for its masterpieces that have been commissioned, collected and preserved in time by the Roman Pontiffs; and the epic Sistine Chapel, over which Michelangelo labored for four years, and which has been restored to its original glory. This afternoon we visit the Basilica of St. Peter, the largest church in the world and said to be buried over the tomb of the crucified saint. (B)

DAY 4, Wed, May 13
ROME
Our full day of touring in Rome includes a visit to the Basilica of St. Peter in Chains (San Pietro in Vincoli), containing Michelangelo's magnificent statue of Moses and built in the middle of the 5th century to house the relic of the chains that bound Saint Peter while imprisoned in Jerusalem. We continue to the Colosseum, begun around AD 72, and the best-known structure remaining from ancient Rome. It was capable of holding more than 50,000 to view gladiatorial contests, hunts, mock naval battles and perhaps Christian sacrifices. Many of the materials from this magnificent edifice were later used in the construction of various churches and palaces. We visit Capitoline Hill, the most sacred of the Seven Hills of Rome, and the Roman Forum, which served as the center of political life and commerce in ancient Rome. Later this afternoon we tour the Borghese Gallery and see its collection of paintings, sculpture, and antiquities, located in Villa Borghese and set among exquisitely landscaped gardens. (B)

DAY 5, Thu, May 14
ROME/SIENA/FLORENCE
We depart Rome this morning and drive to Siena, fascinating both for its medieval atmosphere and for the number and richness of its artistic possessions. The city flourished in the 12th and 13th centuries, when it became a major center of trade in Europe. Here we see the Duomo and the Piazza del Campo. We proceed to Florence, capital of Tuscany and home of the Renaissance. We see the Piazza della Signoria where the city's ruling family lived and ruled for generations and acquaint ourselves with the galleries, palaces, and statues surrounding this historic square. We explore the shops along the Ponte Vecchio and then travel to Piazza Michelangelo for fantastic panoramic views of Florence and the surrounding area. We check in to the Hotel Delle Nazioni for overnight this evening. (B)

DAY 6, Fri, May 15
FLORENCE
Today we enjoy a full day walking tour including a visit to the Academy of Fine Arts, home to a fine collection of Michelangelo sculptures, including the original David. There also is a Pieta and an incomplete St. Matthew. We also visit the San Marco Museum, a former convent that now houses the major collection of works by the painter Fra Angelica. We spend some time shopping in the leather market and then proceed to octagonal-shaped Baptistry, one of the oldest buildings in the city, renowned for its three sets of bronze doors with relief sculptures by Lorenzo Ghiberti. Referred to by Michelangelo as “the Gates of Paradise” because of their beauty, they were said to have begun the Renaissance. We also visit Santa Maria del Fiore (the Duomo), the cathedral of Florence, and see its striking green, white, and pink marble façade as well as the magnificent stained glass windows in its Gothic interior. (B)

DAY 7, Sat, May 16
FLORENCE
Today we visit the Uffizi Gallery, located in the Palace and built in the 1560s. The collection here was founded by the Medici family and bequeathed to the city in 1737. As well as paintings by artists including Bellini, Titian and Canaletto, the gallery also houses sculpture, jewelry and early scientific instruments. This afternoon we tour the Bargello Museum, where pieces by Michelangelo, Donatello, and others are housed in this former barracks and prison. (B)

DAY 8, Sun, May 17
FLORENCE/PADUA/VENICE
We depart Florence this morning and drive to Padua, home to impressive sites such as the Basilica of St. Anthony and the Scrovegni Chapel. Its unique atmosphere offers colorful market squares and pedestrian streets. We continue our drive to the enchanting canal-laden city of Venice where we check in to the Messner Hotel. (B)

DAY 9, Mon, May 18
VENICE
This morning we visit Doge's Palace, which served for centuries as the seat of Venice's government. Largely constructed in the 14th century, its two most visible facades look towards the Venetian Lagoon and St Mark's Square. Today it is preserved as a museum and contains paintings by Tintoretto and Veronese. We also visit St. Mark's Cathedral, the most famous of the city's churches and one of the best known examples of Byzantine architecture. Due to its opulent, gilded design it has been known since the 11th century by the nickname “Chiesa d’Oro” (Church of gold). This afternoon we travel by way of Vaporetto to visit the famous glass-makers of Murano. (B)

DAY 10, Tue, May 19
VENICE/PARIS
Take in the energy of this bustling city as you enjoy the full day at leisure. Explore St. Mark's Square, the Bridge of Sighs, and the Clock Tower, and don't miss the opportunity for an unforgettable gondola ride! Later today we transfer to the train station for our overnight journey to Paris. (B)

DAY 11, Wed, May 20
PARIS
We arrive in Paris today and check in to our hotel La Perdrix Rouge and have some time to freshen up before beginning our exploration of the “City of Lights.” We see some of the city’s main sites, such as the Arc de Triomphe, Notre Dame, the Opera, Madeleine, Les Invalides and the grand boulevards and sites of the Seine. This afternoon we ascend to the second level of the Eiffel Tower for magnificent panoramic views of Paris. (B)

DAY 12, Thu, May 21
PARIS
This morning we go to the île de la Cité to see Sainte Chapelle, a gothic cathedral originally built to house precious relics. Then we visit the legendary Notre Dame de Paris, one of the first buildings in the world to be supported by flying buttresses. We take some time to browse in the enchanting Shakespeare & Company bookstore located on the Left Bank. This afternoon we visit the Musee d’Orsay, housed in a former railway station. Perhaps best known for its extensive collection of impressionist works by Monet, Degas, Renoir, and Cezanne, it also houses
DAY 13, Fri, May 22 PARIS
This morning we tour the Musee Rodin which displays many of his most significant creations, including *The Thinker* and *The Kiss*. Many of the sculptures are located in the extensive gardens around the museum. Also today we visit Les Invalides, a complex of buildings all relating to the military history of France. Serving as a burial site for a number of war heroes, the most famous remains interred here are those of Napoleon Bonaparte.

Following a lunch stop, we go to the Musee de l’Orangerie, perhaps best known for being the permanent home for eight *Water Lilies* murals by Claude Monet. Then we visit the Louvre, home to many world-famous works of art including the *Venus de Milo* and Leonardo da Vinci’s enigmatic *Mona Lisa*.

(B)

DAY 14, Sat, May 23 PARIS
We begin this morning at the Musee de Cluny, also known as the National Museum of the Middle Ages. The museum houses a variety of important medieval artifacts, including early Medieval sculptures from the seventh and eighth centuries. There are also works of gold, ivory, antique furnishings, stained glass, and illuminated manuscripts; and the museum is particularly known for its tapestry collection. From there we go to the Pantheon in the Latin Quarter, an important architectural achievement and the first great neoclassical monument which today serves as the burial place for such notables as Voltaire, Victor Hugo, Louis Braille, and many others. Enjoy some free time in the city this afternoon. This evening we take in a special treat - a concert in lovely Sainte Chapelle set against a backdrop of stunning stained glass.

(B)

DAY 15, Sun, May 24 PARIS/ASHFORD/CANTERBURY
This morning we transfer to the train station for our Eurostar journey to Ashford and connecting on to Canterbury, seat of the Archbishop of Canterbury, spiritual head of the Church of England. Upon arrival we walk from the train station to the nearby Falstaff Hotel for check-in. This afternoon we visit historic Canterbury Cathedral, where Christians have worshiped for sixteen centuries. St. Augustine founded both the Abbey and Cathedral which much later became a great center of pilgrimage after the murder of Thomas Becket. Many beautiful Tudor buildings surround the Cathedral. We enjoy dinner this evening at our hotel.

(B,D)

DAY 16, Mon, May 25 CANTERBURY/DOVER/LEEDS/LONDON
Our full day of touring takes us first to Dover Castle, described as the “Key to England” due to its defensive significance throughout history. Here we tour the secret wartime tunnels that served as an air-raid shelter and then later a military command center and underground hospital. We travel on to Leeds Castle, set on two islands on the River Len in the heart of Kent, and home to royalty, lords and ladies for over 1000 years. Journey through centuries of history as you explore its architecture and furnishings. Following our tour we continue to London where we check in to the London Lodge.

(B)

TOUR CONDITIONS
PRICE OF TOUR: Set by Ouachita Baptist University & based on triple occupancy.

DEVIATION ITINERARY: Any adjustment in standardized air or land itinerary will carry a $100 fee (for each change) in addition to any additional expense required. This fee is applicable for research projected and/or accepted. In an effort to ensure efficient handling of these requests, Dehoney Travel, Inc. will require that a tour deposit be received before a deviation request can be processed.

AIR TRANSPORTATION AND AIR TAXES: Economy class, applicable on Delta Airlines or any IATA carrier. Supplement will apply for departure from any city other than Little Rock. U.S. departure,
security, customs and inspection taxes & foreign departure tax, and fuel surcharges of $791 (subject to change prior to departure) are included in the tour rate.

HOTELS: As agreed to by Ouachita Baptist University.

MEALS AND SIGHTSEEING: Meals as listed in itinerary (B = breakfast; L = lunch; D = dinner). English-speaking guides where required.

BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE: Due to space limitations on buses used, we have included porterage for only one check-on bag (combination width, length and height not to exceed 62 inches and maximum weight of 50 pounds) in tour cost. You may also take one carry-on that will fit under your airline seat or in the overhead compartment.

NOT INCLUDED IN TOUR RATE: Transportation between point of origin in the U.S. and Little Rock; meals not listed as being included; single supplement; passport fees; excess baggage and forwarding of baggage; personal items such as laundry, tips for personal favors, insurance, any costs resulting from absence or deviation from the itinerary and any items not shown herein as being included.

PAYMENT: As arranged by Ouachita Baptist University and their students.

DELAYS, CANCELLATION AND REFUND: Dehoney Travel is not responsible for changes and delays in airline schedules and cannot reimburse passengers for expenses resulting from delays, re-issuance of air tickets, etc. In event of cancellation, there will be a fee of $100 for Dehoney Travel, Inc. to cover administrative costs. In addition, the following scale of charges may apply when notice of cancellation is given in writing after the booking is confirmed: 120-96 days prior to departure - $250 per person; 95-61 days prior to departure - $500 per person; 60-46 days prior to departure - 25% of total tour price; 45-31 days prior to departure - 50% of total tour price; 30 days prior to day of departure/no show - 100% cancellation penalty. All cancellation notifications must be made in writing to Dehoney Travel, Inc. Please allow four weeks for cancellation refund processing.

After ticketing of international air, a cancellation penalty of 100% of the airfare is in effect. On or after the date of departure there can be no refund for any service not used.

TRAVEL PROTECTION PLAN: Contact Ouachita Baptist University for details.

Subject to Governmental IATA, ARC and airlines regulation requirements in effect at the date of and during the tour. Tour price based on a minimum of 10 passengers, land costs, air fares and the value of the U.S. Dollar August 28, 2014 ($1.33 = 1 Euro), and subject to any increases that may be imposed prior to departure or changes of itinerary necessitated by circumstances beyond the control of Dehoney Travel.

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY: Dehoney Travel, Inc. (DT), agrees to arrange for the tour described in this brochure, which brochure represents the entire agreement between the passenger and his agent, the Tour Host and DT. Except for the willful negligence of its direct employees, DT assumes no liability or responsibility for any injuries, inconveniences, illness or irregularity or incidental damages occasioned by circumstances beyond the control of DT or any person or reason whatsoever, including, but not limited to, events such as strikes, revolts, wars, travel warnings, terrorist activities, natural disasters, closures of airports or hotels, or omission of any common or private carrier or the default, negligence, or omission of and by any third party providing services or facilities related to or included in this tour or any part thereof, or in arranging for the same, or the acts or omissions of the Tour Host.

No person, other than an authorized representative of Dehoney Travel, Inc. by a document in writing, is authorized to vary, add, or waive any term or condition in this brochure, including any term or condition set forth in the preceding provisions.

For further information, contact:
Ian Cosh
Ouachita Baptist University
Phone: (870) 245-5320
Email: coshi@obu.edu

Dehoney Travel
3008 Charlestown Crossing
New Albany, IN 47150
Phones: 812/206-1080 or 800/325-6708
Fax: 812/206-1085
Email: info@dehoneytravel.com
www.dehoneytravel.com